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Rebuilding trust in NSE
His collaborative approach that was on display at the ICC meeting in Dubai
will prove crucial in his new role
ABHINEET KUMAR AND ABHIJIT LELE
Mumbai, 9 February

I

Limaye is capable of invoking confidence
for rebuilding trust; at least the Supreme
Court and the search panel at NSE
thought so.
“Being in the business of financing
infrastructure, which is a highly regulated sector, Limaye could certainly use his
experience in dealing with regulators,”
says one of Limaye’s colleagues at IDFC.
He has already shown his skills at the
International Cricket Council (ICC) meeting last week where he was representing
BCCI. He took up a collaborative
approach instead of being confrontational with other member nations. India has
earlier been seen as taking a high-handed
approach, given its financial contribution
to world cricket.
Another colleague at IDFC says, “He is
seen as someone having clarity on operational matters and who can deal with regulatory issues in a collaborative manner.”

n a span of 10 days, Vikram Limaye,
managing director and CEO of IDFC,
got two high-profile appointments. On
Wednesday, the National Stock Exchange
named him its next managing director
and CEO after the sudden departure of
Chitra Ramkrishna two months ago.
NSE has been facing regulatory heat
after accusations surfaced that the
exchange gave preferential treatment to
certain brokerages on the matter of colocation of servers in order to facilitate
high-speed trading.
Limaye was selected by a four-member
panel set up to look for the next MD that
included Anand Mahindra and former
RBI deputy governor Usha Thorat as
external members. The panel also included NSE’s independent directors, TV
Mohandas Pai and Dinesh Kanabar. His
appointment is now due for approval
from the Securities and Exchange
Board of India.
The NSE announcement followed the Supreme Court late last
month appointing Limaye on
the four-member committee
which is now the administrator
to the Board of Control for
Cricket in India (BCCI). The
committee is headed by Vinod
Rai, former Comptroller and
Auditor General of India. Rai is
also a fellow board member of
Limaye at IDFC, the holding company for the financial group that
forayed into banking last year.
The Supreme Court had to
appoint new officials to look after the
day-to-day-affairs of BCCI after it
removed its president, Anurag Thakur,
and secretary, Ajay Shirke, from their
posts. The Supreme Court took this decision after BCCI failed to implement all
the recommendations suggested by
the Lodha Committee which
was appointed to suggest
reforms in the workings
of the board following
allegations
of
corruption.
With
two
appointments at
key institutions
that are faced with
serious challenges,
it would not be
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unfair to say that

When IDFC Bank was separated from
parent IDFC, Limaye became MD and
CEO of IDFC. While Limaye was part
of the core team that built the foundation
of the bank, at IDFC, his role became
somewhat limited, as IDFC became a
holding entity with no major operational
business.
Limaye started his professional career
with accountancy firm Arthur Andersen
in Mumbai in 1987 while pursuing his
chartered accountancy. He worked in the
audit and business advisory services
groups of Arthur Andersen, Ernst &
Young and the consumer banking group
of Citibank before going to the US in 1994
to pursue an MBA in finance and multinational management from the Wharton
School of the University of Pennsylvania.
After completing his MBA, he worked
at Wall Street for eight years with Credit
Suisse First Boston in a variety of roles in
investment banking, capital markets,
structured finance and credit portfolio
management before returning to
Mumbai, where he joined IDFC and rose
to the rank of MD and CEO.
Speaking to TV channels, Limaye said
that he would look at opportunities to
expand NSE’s business footprint through
new products and geographies. Though
the bourse is the market leader in its
space, he believes market development
is critical for funding India’s growth. As
future growth cannot be funded only via
banks, especially after new RBI regulations limiting banks’ exposure to corporate, it is an important part of NSE’s mandate to develop markets and it would be
central to his role. Limaye will need to be
collaborative with the regulators to
achieve his goals. But he will have to first
hit the ground running as the long-awaited initial public offering of the
bourse is already under way.

Ashok Leyland sets its sights
higher as Nissan JV ends
T E NARASIMHAN
Chennai, 9 February

After parting ways with Nissan
last year, Ashok Leyland now
wants to race ahead of peers
like Mahindra & Mahindra and
Tata Motors.
The light and intermediate
vehicles category has been a
laggard among its businesses.
The automaker has set a target to increase its market share
to 30 per cent from 22 per cent
today in the medium term.
In November, Ashok
Leyland acquired the shares of
its joint venture partner Nissan
in three companies that were
floated in 2007 to manufacture
and sell light commercial vehicles (LCV) in India. While
Ashok Leyland sold three Ashok Leyland will spend over ~400 crore on its LCV business in two years
brands (Dost, Mitr and Partner),
cyclical nature of the com- grow as it still retains the intel- total commercial vehicle sales
Nissan marketed the Evalia.
lectual property rights for the for the industry, up from 30-35
With the partnership end- mercial vehicle business.
“We continue to bet on this vehicles produced jointly with per cent two years ago.
ing, production of all vehicles
Six to seven years back,
except the Dost has been business, which contributes Nissan.
Seth expects the company’s Ashok Leyland’s market share
stopped and new variants are around 26 per cent (in volLCV business to touch around in the ICV segment was 8-9
being launched in their place. umes) for us,” says Seth.
No longer bound by the ~6,000 crore in three to four per cent, but last year it
To rebuild its product portfolio, Ashok Leyland will launch terms of the joint venture, years, from the current around jumped to 15 per cent. This
one new vehicle every three Ashok Leyland can export its ~2,000 crore. Currently, with year, with improved focus and
months over the next two vehicles. Understandably, the about 30,000 units, Ashok coverage, it is hopeful of capcompany
is Leyland is the third largest turing 20 per cent share.
years, says Nitin
The company says the
upbeat. “The sky player in the LCV space, after
Seth, president
is the limit and Mahindra and Tata, but it Guru will help it achieve 30
(LCV),
Ashok
we will look at aspires to be number two with per cent market share by 2017Leyland.
launching prod- sales of about 50,000 units in 18. “It will be one of the key
Over the past
ucts
outside 18 months. Part of these growth drivers to achieve its
two months, two
India,” says Seth. volumes is expected to come long time vision of being one
vehicles
have
of the top 10 global truck comWhile
Ashok from exports.
been launched
Meanwhile, there are panies in the world. Currently,
Leyland’s prodand a school bus
ucts will compete equally ambitious plans for Ashok Leyland is in the 14th
under its Mitr
Anuj position,” says Kathuria.
with those made the ICV business.
brand is in the offAnalysts are optimistic
by Nissan in the Kathuria, president (global
ing. “With the
global market, in trucks), Ashok Leyland, says about Ashok Leyland meeting
launch of Partner “We have moved
closer to our vision the
domestic the company hopes to its target as its products come
(LCV) and Guru
market,
the increase the market share in equipped with the latest tech(ICV), we have
of emerging as
Japanese compa- the ICV segment to 30 per cent nology and meet future emismoved closer to
one of the top 10
ny cannot launch with the launch of the Guru. sion and regulation norms.
our vision of
truck makers
“Guru will offer the high- However, such future-ready
its vehicles for a
emerging as one
globally”
est payload of 13 tonne GVW products come with a cost and
while.
of the top 10 truck
VINOD K DASARI
An
invest- (gross vehicle weight), fuel Ashok Leyland’s vehicles are
makers globally,”
MD, Ashok Leyland
ment of ~400 efficiency and sleeping provi- priced at a premium.
says Vinod K
Seth says the first three
crore has been sion in the cabin. It comes in
Dasari, managing
lined up for the LCV business both BS IV and BS III variants,” months of this year could be
director, Ashok Leyland.
Even though the joint ven- over the next two years. As it says Kathuria. ICV was one of difficult, but after April, when
ture had been making losses, shifts its equipment from the segments that grew when BS IV becomes mandatory,
Ashok Leyland is keen on the Nissan’s Oragadam facility to the market overall was feeling prices will even out as everyLCV business because it its own plant in Hosur, Ashok the heat. The share of ICVs has one will have to factor in the
believes diversification will Leyland is hopeful demand for been growing steadily and it additional cost of meeting the
provide a cushion against the its products will continue to accounts for 40-45 per cent of new emission guidelines.
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